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Free daily blogs featuring over a
dozen renowned technical commentators
StockCharts.com hosts free daily blog content from over a
dozen professional technical analysts, including prominent
names such as John Murphy, Martin Pring and Arthur Hill.
Thousands of online investors trust StockCharts.com
to provide the unbiased expert analysis and enriching
educational commentary they need to cut through the
noise and make smarter investment decisions.

Live web shows hosted by
seasoned market technicians
Our free web shows are hosted by some of the financial
industry’s most distinguished chartists. Join these technical
titans LIVE as they put their years of experience on display
and share invaluable insights into the tools and strategies
they use in their own trading. Visit StockCharts.com/webinars
to learn more and watch our next show.
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Make Futures a part of your present.
Trade over 50 futures products on your desktop or mobile device with thinkorswim®.
With interactive in-platform education, access to former floor traders, and the ability
to test-drive strategies risk-free, the time for futures trading is now.
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What You See Vs. What You Get

The Options Risk Curve
If you’ve tried to make profits out of option decay, you may
have found yourself waiting patiently to eek out even a bit of
profit. Find out what some pros have to say about this.

Y

by John A. Sarkett

ou are sitting there admiring your freshly executed,
income-generating options strategy. What a beautiful risk curve.
You have positive theta (options decay) coming your way from one or more of the following:
calendars, butterflies, short calls, short puts, short
verticals, short strangles, or short straddles.
Your brokerage platform’s “risk profile” tells you to expect a
significant markup in your profit & loss (P/L) tomorrow. And
an even bigger amount the next day. Terrific!
Only it never arrives, at least not the next day. Or the next.

You may be flat versus the expected gain or you may even
have a loss versus today’s P/L.
How can that even happen? What gives? Where’s my theta?
Why isn’t the market paying me my due? I did everything
“right”!
If you’ve tried a time or two or more to make profits out
of options “decay,” you likely have had this unnerving experience, unnerving because you soon learn to distrust the
“graphic instrumentation,” a.k.a., the risk curve. To help get
to the bottom of it, I asked some seasoned options pros about
this phenomenon, that is, the difference between what you
see and what you get. Here’s what they said.
1. Options are more like quantum physics than
classical physics.
Think of options as “quantum” entities, the modern realm of
physics that puts more stock in change and probabilities than
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rigid rules. Quantum physicists consider where an electron is
going to be versus where it is now. Taking a page from their
esoteric approach, risk curves may show where you’re at in this
moment, but not where you’ll be in the next. There are many
sub-nuclear particles flying around here, if you will, that make
this happen, foremost of which is vega (greek shorthand for
volatility). [Greeks are the sub-derivatives that go into making
the price of an option, including delta (change), gamma (acceleration), vega (volatility), theta (time decay), rho (interest
rates)]. They all play their role, especially vega.
2. The map is not the territory.
Dan Sheridan, founder of Sheridan Mentoring, comments:
“First, one position where theta doesn’t materialize like we
dreamed it would does not a trend make. We would have to
study the phenomenon over a year or 18 months to determine
what is really happening. However, having said that, a risk
curve is a theoretical model. It is the best we have, but it is
theoretical, not real. It is an estimate, a projection, and only
that.”
Tom Sosnoff, who founded thinkorswim before it was
acquired and who is now head of Tastytrade and Tastyworks
brokerage, concurs: “Any model is going to be more rigid
compared with the reality of how things move. And vega is
definitely going to play a role with respect to theta.”

6. Market-wide risk is always lurking in the background,
even in today’s ever-upward market.
What about the other side of the coin—what if the market is
crashing and volatility is exploding? “When markets have a
‘volatility eruption,’ it has the same effect as extending the
days to expiration (DTE) in a trade, which affects the rate of
decay of the time premium, depending on how far from the
current market price the strikes are,” says Tom Nunamaker.
He is founder of aeromir.com (previously founder of Capital
Discussions, and before that one of the key team members of
Sheridan Mentoring).
7. Theta expectation is more reliable early
in a position versus late.
Joseph Cusik, director at Options Industry Council (OIC) and
former executive at optionsXpress brokerage, added these
thoughts: “When I was at oX, we did not do too much analysis
back then on the accuracy of theta decay expectations. The
long and short answer to your question is time. What I can
say from experience is that the absolute level of theta decay
did increase as the positions got closer to expiration. What I
have found is that when looking at the P/L from the start of
a trade to the expiry, realized P/L was higher than expected
P/L and that the reliability of theta expectations tends to be
stronger at the front end of the expiration timeline, as opposed
to the end.”

3. Vega will make or break you.
Aric Forsythe was one of the designers of the thinkorswim 8. Then, there’s the little matter of execution.
platform. He expands on the Sosnoff comment on vega: “‘Why Options trainer Sheridan adds: “If you pay $2 for a spread that
doesn’t the extrinsic value of an option erode as fast as the really has a truer value of $1.70, you will affect your theta.
models predict?’ The short answer to that is implied
volatility.”
High theta positions, such as calendars, are also high
The VIX
in positive vega. That means if volatility increases, the
The VIX Index, a trademark of the Cboe, is short for Cboe Volatilposition profitability likely will, too. But the converse is
ity Index and is derived from S&P 500 Index (SPX) option prices.
also true. If you put on a calendar when volatility is high,
According to Investopedia.com:
and then volatility declines, your long position farther in
the future than your short position will likely lose more
The Volatility Index, or VIX, is an index created by the Chicago
than you expect. What was a risk curve riding high above
Board Options Exchange (CBOE), which shows the market’s exthe zero line may sink, sink, sink below it.
pectation of 30-day volatility. It is constructed using the implied
4. Supply and demand are the final arbiters of
options value, not risk curves.
Forsythe adds: “Market participants are valuing holding
the options. Supply and demand override the models …
just like the models do not account for why there is a
skew.” This is expressed in the option’s implied volatility, all other things being equal.

volatilities on S&P 500 index options. This volatility is meant to
be forward-looking, is calculated from both calls and puts, and is
a widely used measure of market risk. The VIX is often referred
to as the “investor fear gauge.”
… Introduced in 1993, it was originally a weighted measure of
the implied volatility of eight S&P 100 at-the-money put and call
options. Ten years later, in 2004, it expanded to use options based
on a broader index, the S&P 500, which allows for a more accurate
view of investors’ expectations on future market volatility.

5. Your options may not mirror the VIX.
But if the VIX is going down, I should be collecting
theta in my short options, you say? Forsythe says maybe
not: “The IV of the option you are holding may or may
not track with the VIX, which is a specific calculation
on certain SPX options.”

Regarding just how the VIX Index is calculated, the Cboe states
on its website: “The VIX Index estimates expected volatility by
aggregating the weighted prices of S&P 500 Index (SPXSM) puts
and calls over a wide range of strike prices. Specifically, the prices
used to calculate VIX Index values are midpoints of real-time SPX
option bid/ask price quotations.”
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FIGURE 1: RISK CURVE OF COMPLEX SPX POSITION. An options position that is long 147.91 vega posts a $721.11 profit. But when volatility is adjusted two points
lower in a “what if” scenario…

FIGURE 2: …THE RISK CURVE IS PUSHED DOWN. Profit declines to $130.72. The converse would also be true. A position that is “heavy” in vega, when put on in
a low-volatility environment, can increase in profitability should volatility rise.

The trader must watch the spread trade before taking action.
Many just jump in, and they regret it, as in the saying, ‘make
haste quickly, repent at leisure.’”
9. Anomaly weekend pricing.
Another factor: the weekend, which can make for an options
pricing phenomenon. “Market makers start marking options
down for the weekend as early as Thursday afternoon,” Sheridan says. “As a result, you can get decent theta on Thursdays,
Fridays, but as an options seller, you may not realize the theta
you expect to receive over the weekend. We see that, and hear
that, a lot.”

An option’s risk curve is a
theoretical model. It is merely
an estimate or a projection.

Other factors he cited (as did most respondents): volatility
(vega), and supply–demand of various options. See Figure 1 and
Figure 2 for what could happen when volatility is adjusted.
Next month: three more (rather complex) reasons, and some
conclusions on how to capitalize on all 12 reasons.
John A. Sarkett has written for Stocks & Commodities
since 1995. He is also the author of Option Wizards: Real
Life Success Stories From The Financial Markets, and Market Mentors, volumes found on Amazon.com and at http://
option-wizard.com.

Further reading

CBOE, “How is the VIX Index calculated? retrieved online
9/5/2018, http://www.cboe.com/products/vix-index-volatility/vix-options-and-futures/vix-index/vix-faqs#2.
Investopedia, “VIX—CBOE Volatility Index,” retrieved online
9/5/2018, https://www.investopedia.com/terms/v/vix.asp.
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How much is your
broker charging you?
US Margin Loan
Rates Comparison

Commission Rates
Comparison
Options1 Base
per contract

$300K

Equity
Trades

3.08%3

$2.31

no base cost
$0.68 per contract4

E-Trade

8.50%

$6.95

$6.95 base
+ $0.75 per contract

Fidelity

7.57%

$4.95

$4.95 base
+ $0.65 per contract

Schwab

7.57%

$4.95

$4.95 base
+ $0.65 per contract

TD Ameritrade

8.25%

$6.95

$6.95 base
+ $0.75 per contract

Interactive Brokers2

Each firm’s information reflects the standard online trades pricing obtained from the respective firm’s
websites as of 9/10/18. Pricing and offers subject to change without notice.

To see the full comparison visit:

ibkr.com/iwantmore

Interactive Brokers Rated #1
Best Online Broker 2018 by Barron’s*

Trading on margin is only for sophisticated investors with
high risk tolerance. You may lose more than your initial investment.
Member - NYSE, FINRA, SIPC – Supporting documentation for any claims and statistical information will be provided upon request. Services vary by firm. *Interactive
Brokers rated #1, Best Online Broker according to Barron’s Online Broker Survey 2018: All Together Now, March 26, 2018. For more information see, ibkr.com/info Barron’s is a registered trademark of Dow Jones & Co. Inc. [1] Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. For more information read the “Characteristics
and Risks of Standardized Options”. For a copy, call 312 542-6901. [2] The IB commission rates shown are the average of the client commissions for trades executed in
August 2018 and are subject to minimums and maximums as shown on the IB website. Some of the firms listed may have additional fees and some firms may reduce or
waive commissions or fees, depending on account activity or total account value. Under some commission plans, overnight carrying fees may apply. [3] IB calculates the
interest charged on margin loans using the applicable rates for each interest rate tier listed on its website. For additional information on margin loan rates, see ibkr.com/
interest. [4] $1.00 commission minimum.
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